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CLOZEQOZEcoze testing

inin keaReakeoreadingcling comprehension
by kenyon L11 moss

using the readers digest new reading skill anderson J A technique for measuring
builder books on levels 11II and VI twelve reading comprehension and readibilityrendibility
students from a mixed 7thath and 8thath grade english language teaching vol 25 no 2
english class were tested with the clozealoze ppap 11781827818217878 182 feb 1971
procedure to determine each students
reading ability selecting a suitable reader procedures

the regular class teacher had already for teachers to assess language difficulty
selected these students for help in reading RELC journal vol 2 p 35 dec 1971
the ESL teacher after giving the test can
place each student on the levels he needs to levine helene faith linguistic and
begin reading further testing on additional paralinguistic changes in spanish speakers
levels can place a student on a more specific learning english english language
level teaching vol 25 no 3 june 1971

since many of the students were
culturally oriented to the islands of the mason victor report on clozealoze tests
pacific the two articles selected were administered to thai students bulletin of
chosen because they were somewhat related the english language center vol 2 no I11
to hawaii and tahiti march 1972
the selection on level II11il used more dialogue
than level VI selection which was mainly oileroller john W jr controversies in
narrative linguistics and language teaching

except for the first and last sentences workpapersWorkpapers teaching english as a second
which were left complete every sixth word language vol 6 june 1972
in the selections was left blank the
students had to supply the right word for

i i level of difficulty and
each blank scoring methods of clozealoze tests of ESL

in evaluating this test any word that proficiency modem language journal
would correctly fill in the blank was march 1972 ppap 154155154 155
acceptable the important thing is
that the meaning of the sentence or phrase and conrad christine
is not changed for example 1I have a A the clozealoze test and ESL proficiency

job in the islands either language learning vol 21 no 2 ppap
61 good or new would be acceptable 183194183 194

it has been suggested that there should
be atleastatleaseat least 40 blanks for clozealoze testing and nevin inal A clozealoze
howhoweverever3evera closer evaluation is obtained with test of english prepositions TESOL
a greater number of fill ins quarterly vol 5 no 4 dec 1971

of the twelve students who took the test
only three scored above 70 in level 11II and potter thomas C A taxonomy of clozealoze
none scored above 80 which was research part 1 readibilityrendibility and reading
considered passing in level VI there were comprehension inglewoodginglewoodInglewood cal
none above 60 southwest regional laboratory for

educational research and developmentindividualized testing cabbecanbecan be done as each 1968
student progresses in reading ability

the following bibliography of recent rand earl J integrative and
articles may be helpful for anyone seeking discrete point tests at UCLA workpapersWorkpapers
information on clozealoze testing and its use in teaching english as a second language vol
both native and second language students 6 june 1972




